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Abstract

In this paper, we developed a digital and integrated PA(Public Address) system with speech recognition and sensor con-

nection based on IP with an ID using agent. It has facilities such as an external input, a microphone and a radio for a PA

system and has speech recognition. If “fire” is spoken to the PA system then it can recognize the emergency situation and

will broadcast information to the appropriate agency immediately. In addition to that, many sensors, such as temperature,

humidity, and infrared, etc., can be connected to the PA system and can be integrated with the context awareness which

contains many types of information about internal statuses using inference agent. Also, developed the digital integrated PA

system will make it possible to broadcast the message to adaptable places using network IP based on IDs. Finally, the digi-

tal PA system is designed for operation from a PC, which makes installation and setting of operating parameters very simple

and user-friendly. For implementation details, we implemented thread based concurrent processing for the events which oc-

cur concurrently from many sensors or users.
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1. Introduction

Simple PA systems are often used in small venues

such as school auditoriums, churches, and small bars.

PA systems with a large number of speakers are wide-

ly used in institutional and commercial buildings, to

read announcements or declare states of emergency.

Intercom systems, which are often used in schools, also

have microphones in each room so that the occupants

can reply to the central office. Sound reinforcement

systems and PA systems may use some similar compo-

nents, but with differing applications. Sound reinforce-

ment systems are for live music or performance, where

PA systems are for reproduction of speech and recorded

music in buildings and institutions. There are two kinds

of PA systems, which are an analog PA system and a

digital PA system. The digital PA system has more

communication quality than the analog PA, and it can

operate multiple functions concurrently. There are a va-

riety of digital PA systems made by many companies.

A Digital PA system is utilized in all public places at-

tended by vast crowds of people. In daily operation,

such systems are not only used for public information

or for promotional advertising, but also for musical en-

tertainment or for internal purposes like the communi-

cation among staff in widespread buildings (by live an-

nouncements or by intercom operation). In cases of

emergency, such systems become particularly important:

reliable alarming and acoustical guidance of crowds

with people being directed to certain targets is abso-

lutely necessary for the prevention of chaos and panic,

so that organization of a scheduled evacuation can pro-

ceed as planned. Public address system over IP refers

to PA paging and intercom systems that use an

Ethernet or GSM-R network instead of a centralized

amplifier to distribute the audio signal to all paging in a

building or campus. Network-attached amplifiers and

intercom units are used to provide the communication

function. At the transmission end, a computer applica-

tion transmits a digital audio stream via the local area

network, using audio from the computer’s sound card

inputs or from stored audio recordings. At the receiving

end, specialized intercom modules (sometimes known as

IP speakers) receive these network transmissions and

reproduce the analog audio signal. These are small spe-

cialized network appliances addressable by an IP ad-

dress just like any other computer on the network.

Such systems are inter-connected by networking and

thus allow transmission to remote locations across the

Internet or to a local area or campus network. It is also
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possible to provide for multiple stations for transmission

control on such a network [1, 2]. However, PA system

broadcast all offices or rooms which are connected

them at a time nowadays. And if some users should not

want to receive the sound then that is just noise. At

this point, the PA would better to have a facility which

is individually broadcasting function. In other words, if

the PA must be broadcast the room number 1, then the

other rooms of connected PA except room number 1

doesn’t operate the sound of the PA. These days, new

buildings have an Intelligent Building System (IBS) fa-

cility which controls the buildings efficiently and easily.

The IBS is connected many and various sensors which

are temperature, humidity and infrared. Notably, the

Korean government has strengthened the Fire Services

Act of 2010 and most buildings must have a PA system

facility in case of an emergency or announcement. Also,

the number of senior citizens is increasing dramatically

in the rural areas of Korea. Most of them live alone,

isolated from the welfare system, security office, and

police station, etc. If they face an emergency, such as a

fire, gas explosion, natural disasters or health problem,

etc., they typically call a next door neighbor, nearby

policy station or their children. That can be a very dif-

ficult and complex process. First of all, they need to re-

member the telephone number or the touch key button,

and push the key pads on the telephone. And, they

might not have a lot of time. Also, they shouldn’t have

to go through the stress of it. At such a time, senior

citizens need an easy and simple notification method. In

this paper, we developed an intelligent digital and in-

tegrated PA system with speech recognition and sensor

connection based on IP with an ID using agent. It has

facilities such as an external input, a microphone, CD

player, and a radio for a PA system and has speech

recognition. If “fire” is spoken to the PA system in case

of fire then it can recognize the emergency situation

and will broadcast information to the appropriate agen-

cy immediately. In addition to that, many sensors, such

as temperature, humidity, and infrared, etc., can be con-

nected to the PA system and can be integrated with the

context awareness which contains many types of in-

formation about internal statuses using agent [3, 4, 5,

6]. For example, if the humidity sensor sends in-

formation that humidity is high, then the PA system

can intelligently unicast an adaptable response using

agent, such as the following: ‘turn off a heater’, or ‘open

a window’, at a certain place, through a network based

on IP with an ID. Finally, the digital PA system is de-

signed for operation from a PC, which makes in-

stallation and setting of operating parameters very sim-

ple and user-friendly. For implementation details, we

implemented thread based concurrent processing for the

events which occur concurrently from many sensors of

devices or users. The structure of this paper is the fol-

lowing: Section 2 briefly introduces the related works.

Section 3 describes the intelligent digital integrated PA

system, and section 4 presents the implementation de-

tails of the digital integrated PA system. Finally, con-

clusions are drawn and future work is discussed in

section 5.

2. Related Works

2.1 Praesideo(Digital Public Address and

Emergency Sound System)

Praesideo[7] is a fully digital public address system that

meets all the requirements placed by professional users

on a public address/emergency system. The system

brings highly innovative and advanced digital technol-

ogy to the public address market. The processing and

communication of both audio signals and control data

entirely in the digital domain makes the system superior

to other currently available public address and emer-

gency sound systems. Digital signal processing allows

significant improvements in the audio quality achieved.

The Praesideo system is designed for configuration

from a PC, which makes installation and setting of op-

erating parameters very simple and user-friendly. All

audio processing is performed in the digital domain.

Communication between the units is via plastic fiber or

glass fiber cabling, depending on the distance between

the units. The cabling uses the daisy chain principle.

This makes the cabling and installation very quick,

simple and easy. The system cabling is a closed loop,

which allows redundancy to be achieved. The system is

supplied with user-friendly software for system

configuration. This allows all system functions to be

configured. The software is based on web technology,

which gives authorized users full freedom of config-

uration in terms of time and location. The simplified

and accurate organization of the programming features

makes navigation highly user-friendly and

fault-tolerant. The software also provides clear in-

dication of any parameters, which have not been pro-

grammed before exiting from any stage of the config-

uration process. The system architecture is based on

daisy-chaining the units. It is possible to add or remove

equipment anywhere in the network without affecting

the performance of other units, provided that a network

connection is available. This makes the system easily

expandable by the customer, without adding any addi-

tional electronics at the network controller unit. Thanks

to this network architecture, users can start with a

small system in the initial stage and expand the system

later simply by adding the required new units to the

existing network. The system can also be configured

for redundant cabling using a ring cabling structure.

2.2 Agent

Agents, special types of software applications, have be-
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come a very popular paradigm in computing in recent

years. Some of the reasons for this popularity is their flexi-

bility, modularity and general applicability to a wide range

of problems. Recent increase in agent-based applications is

also because of the technological developments in dis-

tributed computing, robotics and the emergence of ob-

ject-oriented programming paradigms. Advances in dis-

tributed computing technologies has given rise to use of

agents that can model distributed problem solving. Besides,

object-oriented programming paradigm introduced important

concepts into software development process which are used

in structuring agent-based approaches. With the explosive

growth of information sources available on the Internet, and

on the business, government, and scientific databases, it

has become increasingly necessary for users to utilize auto-

mated and intelligent tools to find the desired information

resources, and to track, analyze, summarize, and extract

“knowledge” from them. These factors have given rise to

the necessity of creating server-side and client-side in-

telligent systems that can effectively mine for knowledge.

Therefore, the inherent parallelism and complexity of the

classification and discovering patterns from large amounts

of data can be delegated to intelligent software agents.

Agents are defined as software or hardware entities that

perform some set of tasks on behalf of users with some

degree of autonomy. In order to work for somebody as an

assistant, an agent has to include a certain amount of in-

telligence, which is the ability to choose among various

courses of action, plan, communicate, adapt to changes in

the environment, and learn from experience. In general, an

intelligent agent can be described as consisting of a sensing

element that can receive events, a recognizer or classifier

that determines which event occurred, a set of logic rang-

ing from hard-coded programs to rule-based inferencing,

and a mechanism for taking action.

3. Intelligent Digital Public Address

System

3.1 System Functions

Figure 1 shows the digital integrated PA system

structure. The digital PA system range of equipment

has multiple functions combined in a single unit. This

feature drastically reduces the number of different types

of equipment used in the system. This makes the over-

all system highly cost-effective.

Fig. 1. System structure

As you can see in figure 1, it is composed of many

functions which are speech recognition and sensor

connection. The brief description of the features and

role of each function is as follows:

3.2 Agent for the Context Awareness

An intelligent agent can be described as consisting of

a sensing element that can receive events, a recognizer

or classifier that determines which event occurred, a set

of logic ranging from hard-coded programs to

rule-based inferencing, and a mechanism for taking

action.

Developed the PA system of this paper can broadcast

prediction or periodical message because it uses a data-

base system on a PC. It could search the information

from the database to predict certain situation according

to seasons or time, etc. The information is not obtained

from sensors directly. It is made by the database which

is composed of many fields using inference agent. For

example, if the humidity sensor sends information that

humidity is high, then the PA system can intelligently

unicast an adaptable response, such as the following:

‘turn off a heater’, or ‘open a window’, at a certain

place, through a network based on IP with an ID using

agent. Also, the PA system could broadcast the period-

ical message for comfortable lifetime in offices or rooms

of a building

3.3 Design of an ID

The ID object is used to identify object. It can be ex-

pressed in hierarchical structure with its Hierarchy property.

Also it can be used duplicately with its Unique property. It

basically uses a string of mixed characters and integers.

The hierarchical structure is expressed by the literals “@”

and “.”. The literal “@” distinguishes device and where de-

vice is. The literal “.” represents the hierarchical structure of

the device itself or the location. The schema definition for

the ID is as follows: <element name="UserID" type="ID"

Hierarchy="false" Unique="True"/>, <element

name="DeviceID" type="ID" Hierarchy="true"

Unique="false"/> and the usage example is as follows:

<UserID>Hong Gil Dong</UserID>

<DeviceID>Monitor123.MyCom@MyOffice</DeviceID>

3.4 Speech Recognition and Sensor Connection

This PA system can provide context awareness of

various events occurring in a building or a house. Also,

it is able to recognize both speech and sounds, such as

a fire bell and disaster bell, which signal to escape in

emergency situations, and it can sense information

which is sent from various sensors. If “fire” is spoken

to the PA system in case of fire by someone then it

can recognize the emergency situation and will broad-

cast information to the appropriate agency immediately.

The following Table 1 shows the lists which are status

values and commands for speech recognition of this PA
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Field name Size (byte)

Server ID 1

Sensor Position 1

Sensor ID 1

Status Information 0.5

Command and Detailed Information 0.5

Time 4

system.

Status Status Values Commands

Normal Ox0 Ox00(00)

Fire Ox1 Ox0B(11)

High

Temperature
Ox2 Ox016(22)

Low

Temperature
Ox3 Ox21(33)

Security Call Ox4 Ox2C(44)

Help Call Ox5 Ox55(55)

.... .... ....

Table 1. List of commands

In addition to that, many sensors, such as temper-

ature, humidity, and infrared, etc., can be connected to

the PA system and can be integrated with the context

awareness which contains many types of information

about internal statuses. For example, if the humidity

sensor sends information that humidity is high, then the

PA system can intelligently unicast an adaptable re-

sponse using agent, such as the following: ‘turn off a

heater’, or ‘open a window’, at a certain place, through

a network based on IP with an ID. Also, we designed

the simple message format to transmit the data from a

PC to a digital device and from a digital device to a PC

in order to provide efficient information transmission.

The transmission data unit in the PA is a byte and the

maximum of each transmission is up to 8 bytes. In that

way, we defined the n-bytes message format. Table 1

shows the message format. The first byte is the server

identification to identify the devices. The sensor posi-

tion field is 1 byte for identifying the sensors positions

and the following byte is the sensor ID in order to

identify the sensors. The status information field is for

describing the sensor status information, such as ‘fire’

is 0x1 and ‘high temperature’ is 0x2, etc. The command

and detailed information field represents the kinds of

commands and detailed information for event com-

mands, such as ‘0x0B is a fire’, and ‘0x21 is high tem-

perature,’ etc. The time field is 4 bytes to store the

event time into a database for retrieving information in

case of an emergency.

Table 2. Message Format

3.5 Design of a DataBase Schema

To save a lot of sensor or event information, we de-

veloped a database for the digital PA system. The fol-

lowing figure 2, shows a database schema which has

six entities: room, user, temperature, infrared, smoke,

and emergency entities.

Fig. 2. DB schema

3.6 Parallel Event Processing

The proposed PA system connects a lot of sensors of

devices, and clients and the events can occur

concurrently. So, it must have a parallel processing

method. In this paper, a thread was used to process the

parallel events. Threads were created in the same num-

ber as events to service the events concurrently as they

happen. At this point, the system performance must be

considered, and synchronization is an important factor

as well. Depending on the system’s performance, a fixed

number of threads is created and services are processed

by each thread.

4. Implementation and Results

We have implemented an intelligent and digital PA

system with the design presented in the previous sec-

tion using C and C# language on Windows. The system

is supplied with user-friendly software for system

operation. The software is based on Windows, which

gives users easy and simple use of operation. For

speech recognition, we use the RSC-4128[8] processor

which represents Sensory’s next generation speech and

analog I/O mixed signal processor. The RSC-4128 is

designed to bring advanced speech I/O features to cost

sensitive embedded and consumer products. Based on

an 8-bit microcontroller, the RSC-4128 integrates

speech-optimized digital and analog processing blocks

into a single chip solution capable of accurate speech

recognition; high quality, low data-rate compressed

speech; and advanced music [8]. And the Microchip

PIC32MX5XX family was used for Ethernet [9]. In or-

der to communicate between user and PA system,

socket programming method was used based on

TCP/IP. As you can see in figure 3, if “fire" is spoken
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to the microphone of the PA system then the processor

recognizes the status and translates the voice into

"Ox1" code. After that, the code is transmitted to the

server so the server sends a broadcast message to the

officers and residents or it calls emergency call to the

fire station immediately. In main menu of the system, if

the system status is normal then all window dialog col-

ors are green, but it recognizes the voice then the win-

dow dialog color changes green into red.

Fig. 3. Fire

The following figure 4 shows the fire emergency

situation. If the intelligent digital PA recognizes the fire,

then it can call a fire station and a control center to in-

form the fire. Also, it must broadcast escape message

for the officers or residents. After that it sends a mes-

sage which says that your office or your house is

firing.

Fig. 4. Fire call

The following figure 5 shows the result of context

awareness using agent. The dialog says that the one

place is high temperature and that place must control

the heater in order to keep the normal temperature.

Also, that place has faced a lot of possibility of fire

emergency and the one place should check the internal

status.

Fig. 5. Context awareness

The figure 6 shows the number of occurrences of fire

emergency at the one place per 3-month. The fire con-

dition depends on the seasons and various parameters.

As the results, our system shows the number of occur-

rences of occurred fire emergency per each season.

That result made from database in real-time.

Fig. 6. The number of occurrences of fire emergence

As you can see in figure 6, the intelligent digital PA

system can sense information which is sent from vari-

ous sensors. For example, if the humidity sensor sends

information that humidity is high, then the PA system

can intelligently unicast an adaptable response, such as

the following: ‘turn off a heater’, or ‘open a window’, at

a certain place, through a network based on IP with an

ID. Figure 7 shows the status information list of the

various sensors which are smoke, infrared, and temper-

ature, etc.

Fig. 7. List of sensors status information

In Table 3, we compared the results between Praesideo

and the proposed PA system. As you can see in it, our

system is more intelligent PA system than Praesideo.

Also it is more convenient than Praesideo for senior
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Features Praesideo Proposed PA

Speech

Recognition
X O

Sensor

Connection
X O

Context

Awareness
X O

Network O O

PC-based O O

citizen in case of emergency because of speech

recognition. It does not need the call or any machine

operation to inform the situation immediately to a police

station or a social security office.

Table 3. Comparison of the results

5. Conclusions and Future Works

In this paper, we developed an intelligent digital,

minimized and integrated PA system with speech rec-

ognition and sensor connection based on IP with an ID.

It has facilities such as an external input, a microphone,

CD player, and a radio for a PA system and has speech

recognition. If “fire” is spoken to the PA system then it

can recognize the emergency situation and will broad-

cast information to the appropriate agency immediately.

In addition to that, many sensors, such as temperature,

humidity, and infrared, etc., can be connected to the PA

system and can be integrated with the context aware-

ness which contains many types of information about

internal statuses using agent. Also, developed the digital

integrated PA system will make it possible to broadcast

the message to adaptable places using network IP

based on IDs. Finally, the digital PA system is designed

for operation from a PC, which makes installation and

setting of operating parameters very simple and

user-friendly. In this paper, a thread was used to proc-

ess the parallel events. Threads were created in the

same number as events to service the events con-

currently as they happen. In the future work, we will

extend the digital PA system that has one more

function. That function operates like this: if you are in

darkness of emergency, then you can move according to

an escape path, listening a sound.
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